VISION:“To provide quality technical education in rural area to create competent human resources”

MISSION:“Committed to produce competent engineers to cater the needs of society by imparting
skill based education through effective teaching learning process.”
Description:The institute is committed to impart quality technical education in rural area in order to
empower the youth and women in the region. The institute is well reputed with extraordinary
characteristics like eminent and stable staff, consistent up gradation of lab equipments, large
number of books and online e- journals subscriptions, special efforts for to develop
communication skills and research ability of students. The projects are undertaken to address
and resolve social problems related to health, education, environmental protection, water
conservation. Various stakeholders such as parents, students, Alumni, Industries, etc were
involved in the process of formulation of vision and mission. The institute aims delivering
engineering education through effective teaching learning process to compete with global
standards.
For fulfilment of mission the quality and policies are








Undertaking programmes and projects for excellence in teaching, research and
Administration.
Promoting the use of technology to overcome the barrier bridge between theoretical
and practical knowledge.
Continual development in line with the vision.
Promoting research based programmes and events.
Collaboration policy by involving stake holders and professionals for fulfillment of
our vision and mission.
We provide value embedded technical education for all-round development of
students.
To motivate faculty and students for higher education and research.
To strengthen the institute through network of industry, academic and alumni.

Aims & Objectives:



Provides inclusive technical education so that a deserving student is not denied an
opportunity for technical education solely on socio economic constraint.
Provides holistic education to develop skills, knowledge and value through well
structured curriculum and instructions.
To make students readily acceptable to the cooperate world and promote
entrepreneurship.










Institute has Vision and Mission which are innovative in nature. It fulfils the needful
requirement of society by providing quality education through contemporary
technology.
Institute is renowned for producing university toppers amongst those admitted from
rural areas.
Institute promotes the senior faculties for quality improvement and higher education
like Ph. D. And also for research activity.
Institute has own solar power plant which is an ecofriendly project where students can
perform research activities.
Students undertake the projects sponsored by industries in Sinnar, Satpur and Ambad
MIDC Nashik.
The institute has GATE qualified Students.
The institute has eminent global alumni interaction that supports for training and
placement.

